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CREATE YOUR IDEAL CLIENT PROFILE  ( ICP)
There are 7.3 billion people in the world, not everyone is or should be your client. I don't

know about you, but I enjoy serving people who 1) need me most and 2) who see me as an

invaluable resource. Those are the people I want to serve. Before you launch anything, you

have to get clear on who *you* want to serve now that the world is open to you courtesy of

the world wide web. Here's what you need to know about your ideal client in order to

attract them to your online business:

What does your ideal client

want?

What's getting in the way of

them getting what they

want? (The Problem)

Where do they hang out?

What are the stories they

are telling themselves

about why they can't get

what they want?

Who do they listen to?

(Authors, Podcasts, etc.)
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4Ps:  FROM BRIGHT IDEA TO IRRESISTIBLE
OFFER
Once you know who you'd be excited to serve, you have to get clear on what you have

to offer them that will change their lives. We aren't in service-based businesses to

maintain the status quo. We are in this to use our gifts and talents to transform people's

lives, whether you're an interior designer, decluttering coach or career counselor. Up

first, you have to get clear on your 4Ps. Here's how:

Write Out Your Promise–

What Will You Offer That

Will Lead to Their

Transformation? 

Create Your Sales Page

Using the Other Ps

Sketch Out Your Plan to

Make It Happen (Outline,

Don't Create, Your Offer)

Collect Praise–Who Can

Vouch For Your Ability to

Deliver on Your Promise?

(Testimonial) 
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What profession is your

ideal client in?

Who do they listen to?



CAPTURE EMAILS WITH A LANDING PAGE

Now that you know who you want to serve and what you have to offer, the next step is to

create something of value, something that will help your prospective client take a step in

the direction of solving their problem, that you will give away. Yes, give away. Think of it like

the samples at Costco. Some will take and never buy, but for the right person, it's exactly

what they didn't know they wanted and now need. 

 

This can be in one of the following formats: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: Your lead magnet absolutely must speak to one of the questions from your ICP.

A Checklist (Like this one,

which I create in Canva)

A _ Guide to _________

(PDF)

A Webinar (Super Easy

w/Zoom)

A Pre-Recorded Video

Guide (I use my iPhone and

iMovie for free)
An Excerpt/Preview of a

Book/Workbook
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SHARE YOUR EXPERTISE  WITH A LEAD
MAGNET

So now that you've created your Costco-esque teaser, where do you put it? How do you

deliver it? And how do you manage that whole process without sending emails all day?

You automate it! You need this part of your launch to be working for you do, so you can do

your other work. You'll need to set up a landing page and a thank you page, which I do with

LeadPages.

Verify They Are In the Right

Place Using Language from

the ICP

Offer The Lead Magnet In

Exchange For Their Email

Look Trustworthy/Legit
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COMPONENTS OF THE LANDING
PAGE

Celebrate Them for Taking

Action

Train Them to Open Your

Emails (Because that's how

they'll get their lead

magnet)

Delivery the Goods

COMPONENTS OF THE THANK
YOU PAGE



USE OUR E.M.A. I .L  SYSTEM TO NURTURE
PROSPECTIVE CLIENTS
A key part of launching is connecting with your prospective clients and giving them a taste

of what they'll get when they work with you. You do this through your welcome email and

your offer sequence. Here's what every email in your sequence needs to do (colored letters

spell out E.M.A.I.L to help you remember): 

Encourage Them

Paint a Picture of a

Modified Reality (the reality

they desperately want)

Introduce Your Offer

Address Their Fears (See

ICP)

Give Them A Chance to Talk

to You Live
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PUT TOGETHER YOUR VIP  FACEBOOK AD
Each one of the previous steps is critical to the marketing you'll use to let the online world

know you are open for business. Your ICP will help you create your Facebook audience and

copy for your ads/posts. Your offer, well, that's your offer. Your landing and delivery pages

will help you have a way to connect with your prospective client and get them into your

E.M.A.I.L system.  See? Everything goes together. 😉Your VIP Facebook ad should:

Validate Their Pain–Let

Them Know You See Them

 
Introduce Yourself As a

Trustworthy Resource

(Picture)

Prompt Them to Take

Action

Inform Them About The

Result Your Lead Magnet

Delievers

Invite Them to Take Action

Introduce Yourself
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Limit the Time They Have to

Take Action (Overthinkers

Need Nudging)

or

and/or



The only
way to
know if
you can fly
is if you 

leap.


